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ABSTRACT
A management by objectiVes'approach to evaZua

develops performance objectives as a means of minimizing the,bias
related to individual judgment. This paper focuses on three variables
which. contribute to the presence of subjectiyity in performance
evaluation. The first of these is psychologibal and includes such
factors as judgment, power relationships, and the influence. of rumor.
If *getting along with others,'" a category which can only be judged
subjectively, is omitted as a perfc4mance objective, assessment is
neglected on the'criteriOn most often at the heart of dismissal.

,Judgment also enters the evaluatioa process whet-performance
objectives are being set, and when assessing ho well ,the
edministratOr.has achieved his objectives. The second, variable which
cantributes ty-subjectivity is the atmosphere of the college.
Socioeconomics,and political variables must prcyide adequate time for
the long andidemanding,evaluation process, and the atmosphere of the
college. must faVor those who-participate. Third, factors external to
the college, e.g:, laws which mandate achievement of balance in
ethnic off! sex categories, and supply, and demand of administrators
play,a gmtitle , but significant, role in reducing objectivity.
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The presence of $Aprice and prejudice -in the evaluafion-

process ha.veWe'Wan undeniable source of anxiety, frustration
J ,

and resentment for those haplessly afflicted by the conse-:

quences of such irrational factvfs. The development' /of

4

Management by Objectives (MBO) has been a major attempt
/

to provide, a mote rt.tionl method of evaluation. Marrage- .

ment by Objectives has required thatijob duties and respon-

sifaileities be speTitieein_behavioral terms which serve as
'

objective criteria fOr rating job performanii-;

That' rational can be facilitated by the use-
,

evaluation
': r

.

of performance objectreeisan assumption with which I agree.
.

Yet,-an'asSumption it; is, with lOgic'and belief to .support it,
Z

1 . .

. but scanrAmpirical evidence. It remains to be demonstrated

that pe'rformance.evaluation islmore objectIve"And rational,

"than other forms of evaluation. I have used performance

evaluation in the appraisal of counselors for the past..six

> .'"L, D. : .. .4
%years. It isas a result of this' experience, in addition

..\ to a perusal of the literature, that I believe there are

inherentrimitations in the use of performance evaluation,

,limitations which make rational evaluation using performance

objectives a myth.

;I
*Slightly revised from a speech presented to the American
Association of Community Junior Colleges', April 14, 1975,
Seattle,Washington.
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The point of this pager is notoppimarily to prescribe.,
N

for you how to'evaluate administrators fo#whom you have

responsibility, but to explore with you the rIgasons'for the

codtinugd eXistence of subjectivity, since it seems to b.e.'

easy to drift, into the Comfort of thinking that because we
-)

..
.

.

are using performance evaluation, we are, therefore, being

objective., Actually, a recent conversation alerted me to

the kind of trap into which our language leads us. An

adminiitrator was explaining tb several others that hg was

glad he had-begun to use MBO because he was now being ob-

j'e ctive with his faculty. When asked to explain, he 're,==

sponded that because the goals were discussed and Written

down, that made the evaluation procesS objective. What is

happeninvin our-thInking,_It_appears to me, is that many

administrators are assuming that the process of-MB04.-whkch

has t;he look of objectivity, ipso facto renders the produet
-

objective. In actuality,'neither,is.

Harold Koontz inclddes lack of objectivity in his quite

thorough list of disadvantages of the MBO process which appears

in his 1971 book, ..Appraising Managgrs Ns_Uanagers. But Koontz

and other authors who have recognized lack of objeceivity as

a drawback in the use of MBO have provided little discussio1

for. the reasons for the presence of subjectivity.
0,

In this article; I would like to focus on threg variables

'which contribute to the presence of subjectivity in performance.

evaluation. IThe'first of these is psychological and includes

such factoys as judgment, power relationdhips,
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of rumor. Second is the atmosphere of the college. Third

are factorstexfernal t4
1

%.,is'ychological,factors.

,Psychological Taefors

college.

It needs to be stressed that mea

.:are not synonymous'.' Measurement

,jetive; as when ten people use a yar

'size of a desk: (I am aware that the use of a yardstict

implies a value for a particular syst

that is another issue.) Evaluation

thor7oughly Ojective. valuation mea

of, to estimate the im,portan-Ae to, e

processes are aluAys pervaded by hum

Let's look first at

urement and evaluation ,

e value free and ob-.

stick to measure the

the and,prejudice imp

If we have learned anything ab

thinking in the past 2,000 years,

wrong in his observation that mail

Rather, it.is more accurate to sta

izirig animal who, though he striv

must be wary of the implications
. .

seductive pathway of illogic whi h hides wisheS0, 440esies

arid prejudices under a cloak of rational-like behavior, with

m of measurement, but

never value free, nor

to jqdge the woith

c., and the eyaluation

n judgment, withall

ied by that term.

ut the nature of man's

is that Aristotle was

s7a-ratirin 1 animal.

e that man is a rational-

s to be-rational, yet

f rationalization, that

reason dragged along to justif actions. \\

Perhaps(71130 maybe viewe' as an elaborate and complex

example of our ability tb ra ionalize. Granted, theextent

to which this statement has validity is not determinable,
1.
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but I would suggest that it has greater validity in those ,

.

1( ,

A

.
functions and activities which are not tied directly to

concrete outcomes. .Higher education easily qualifies as an

endeavor-in which outcomes are not readily Measured and,

the outcomes of administra tors in higher education are, at

I best, vague. Performancd objectives are developed gs a

means for making all parties aware ofr the basis for evalua-
1 I

6,

tion in an effort to minimize the bias relateeto individual

judgment-7clearly a step in the right direction, since goals
\

can be set, progress assessed, and "personality factors"

inimized. Butit seems Je have set for ourselvesa dilemma,

which derives from the. estimation that as many as 90% of

those who are dismissed frod_theiy jobs ark not dismissed for

lack of technical skills oecompetency, or because they failed

to meet their performance objectives, but because of what is

broadly referred to as "an inability to get along with others."

It cannot reasonably be questilioned that the assessment
,

of "getting along-with others" is fraught with the frailty

of human judgment. If "-gettirrg alo'ng wi,ph,othert" is included

as, a pjerformance obje ctive, large, doses of judgment are intro-
-

duced into the evaluation process; if "getting along with others"

is owed 'as a performancl objective, 'assessment is being
4

.

negleCtild on the, criterlon.most.often found at the heart of

dismissal- -thus the dilemma. I would suggest that assessment
0

can and should be made bn this Crucial variable, but only

using a broad-based formal input froth faculty, staff and col-

leagues, as well as from supervisors, thereby reducing the
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greater potential for bias and prejudice fiom a single source.

of input. Formal input I would classify as itrformation.which
/ . 4

is clearly defined as to the source and available`to h,d person

v
being evaluated. ,

:.. *

.

, . .

Judgment must also enter the evaluation process when

c thd perforiance objectives are being established. Atiter all,'
.

at least two people must agree that a. particular objective. is

reasonable, appropriate and at least partially attainable.

The negotiation process implied in coming to such ancagree- .

4 - v,;1

2

men requires judgments frlem bplh parties which are f.Ar

removed from measurement.
4

Probably the severest limitat.ion in the use a,f.perfor-.
4

mance evaluation emanates from the issue if quality;, ,control,
,

i.e., how well did the administrator a'chige his objectives.

.- Higher education has vittually no sound meats of assessing

quality of an administrator qua administrator. To illus rate,

J

suppose two Deans in a college...present the President with

objectives for the year. The objectives of one''Yean ,are

modest, and it appears to bothZthe.Dean and the- President

.that-he,--sho d4e4able r "attain'tfism: Thp or fait Veen present4Vs.

an ambitious list of objectives, and it is clear thSt he till
.

probably no't Attain all of them. .If the firaf Dean wi h the

more modest list- achieves all of goals. at the end of the

year, while the second Dean achieves only 804 of his goals,
. A

is eke first Dean to be compdrd4 unfavorably to the second;'
\.

or is the second Dean to be compared unfavorably to to first?

"Neither," you say, "this is not norm-rfeenCed assessment."
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klthough performance _evaluation is said by many to be

accomp lished.Withoue reference to others (i.e., it is

criterion referenced), I believe one must always have in
1

mind some type of norm when evaluating. Thus, the Deans-

will be compared. . But that issut the President is

faced with,the judgment" of quall.ty. when the o1jectives area
4.

said to be "modest" or "ambitious," and even more .clearly

so when IA comes time to consiAdr "how well." Merely to
1

check off each objective without reference to hotheffectively

it was achieved is to engagein.a perfunctory and superfici/a

process. Yet, when you judge "how well," you have, by that

very fact, lessened t he qbjectivity of performance evaluation.

Another dilemma suppOrting.the myth, it seems.
.

As a stated edvantage of MBO, mutual goal -setting en-
.

couragas greater involvement and commitment, and allegedly

improves satisfaction with the final evaluation. Wbae is

often overlooked, however, is the effect 44 tht formal powpr

relationship wh4ich exists between the administrator and his

supervisor, and between the administrator and those he

'evaluates" The way in which a Rower relationship can potenr

Bally erode the 'rationality of evaluation ev'olves from the
A

' manner in which 'the evaluator handles the power he-has. The

President must. coptinually be aware of the. extent to which

he forms negative (especial* negatiye) impressions based oh

what he perceives as "challenges tt my authority as President."

Both perso s are cognizant of this authority and,concomitant

power, and hei eritire process of MBO can become a`vapid ritual

'

ti
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(
should the. President not alto-861alert to the implications of

this power as it relates to performatce evaluation.

Let we illustrate with an Academic Dean whois

quiescenttp the President--friendly, ltmilingv courteous,
1

3.t,e

even obsequious, y*t to thOe over- -whom power is held, he
)

becomes demandin:g., discourteous, intrUsive--in short, tyran-

nical. Because fl ,_Dean is acquiescent to power, he is

not litfely4o seriously challenge the Pregident's,views-

during a so-called "mutual" goal-setting session. On a more

sub"tfe level, if the Dean is asked develop his own set

of objectives, the list will most(likely reflect the Dean's

perception of what the President wan s to a'r. This is

only/one example, of course, and tin e f w colleges admit

to having administrators'with an author tarian personality,

it':may not be especially timely!

The third major factor inthe psychological arena whith

militates against rational _evaluation is rumor. It has,

'of course, been the case historically and is, I suspect;

still the case, that the iingle factor contributing Mbst to

&valuation has bee information based_on rumor.' By rumor, I

mean what is often o'alled "inform'al feedback," i.e., a phone
/A

call, private conversation, letter, conversation at lunch,;

passing comments in the hq11 or' from a citizen in a taxi, etc..,

all of which remain unknown'tobthe person being evaluated.

It is also true that rumcir_with a positive thrust contributes

to a, beneficial "halo effect." Thus, rumor'and performance

evaluation may be discrepant'in a manner which inflates or

I9

.44
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deflates, but in either_OasV, distorts objectivity. Evalua-
.

8
titt of administrators via performance objectives dbes not

eliminate rumor as an input..source, it merely serves to

counteract some of the more invidious aspects of rumor.

. What does the evaluator do wj.th this information when he

receives it? .Most of us who are huan find ourselves un-

able' to ignore,it when considering the olierallevaluation

of an employee. If this, is true, then rational evaluation

tliropgh performance objectives is further undermined.

II. Atmosphere of the College .

As if the nsythological faotors mentioned were not
/

strfficient.in their.inherent det action from a thoroughly

.

rational evaluation, the general atmosphere within the
,

"liege can also diminish objectivity: BS* general atmos-

':

phere: I refer to structural or organizatianal factors,

or, if you will, socio-economic and political variables

1.
occuring within the coll ege. Ifthere is not sufficient

money to provide adequate time f' p the long and demanding

MBO process, then a pro forma ex erience occurs.
t-

An atmosphere which favors (rewards) those who partici-
.

pate is also necessary, and this must emanate from the Presi-

dent. .But thg college atmosphere is equally affected by

the Faculty Senate or unions,.' student groups, and the Board

of Trustees.: Further, if the college has traditionally been

resis t to change, i ementation'of performance evaluation

may again be only perfunctory.



On the other hand, a college atmosphere which is con-

ducive to openness, a striving toward rationality and general

acceptance of change will facilitate the use of performance

evaLuation. To induce a positive atmosphere, I would suggest

a rarely used tactic -- one in which the top level admini-

strators share with persons who,repprt to them their own

objectives. How many Presidents provide the people who

report to them with cpies of their objectives? How many
A

Deans share their objectives with Division Directors? I

believe this tactic would provide an openness .as well as
.

o.

a model that would greatly facilitate the entire MBO process.

III: External Factors

Factors external to they college also play a role in

the diminution of objectivity in performance evaltatiOn.

For.example,'-laws.which mandate achievementof balance in

ethnic and/or sex categories play a subtle, but, I think,

significant part. So does supply and demand. Theoretically,

it can be argued that they should not, since the criteria

for evaluation should. only relate to the job performance

regardless of whether balance is achieved or whether there

ate few or many applicants for the job. But on a p

level, such a high degree' of objectivity is seldom ach eyed

To illustrate, when the market is short on administrative-

talent, objectives may be less dyeanding and rigorous, and,

perhaps more important, the, achieving or non-achieving pf

the 'established objectives may not play a role in the
ti
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determination of whether the administrator will be kept

or dismissed. Conversely, when admiaistratve talenf-is

in plentiful supply, object*es may be more demanding and

gieater attention is given to high quality prf.ormance.

In a similar way, the nature of the objectives, the

evalftation of achievement of objectives, and decisions based

on such evaluation are often significantly affected by attempts

to achieve an ethnic or sex balance in administrative positions.

(This is not to argue that such extra- college factorsare any

4 less worthwhile, but merely to point out that here again ob--'

jective evaluation is further hampered.)

In summary, I have tried to provide an analysis4 of toe

nature and conditions of the ,subjectivity ,which continues to

pervade the evaluation process.. It msybbe that he use of

Management by Objectives can serve to diminish caprice and

prejudice during-evaluation, but the limitations of this

f technique ;mist be recognized if maximum benefits are to

be realized.

4 I

`.

0
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